1997 saturn s series

I bought my '97 SW2 9 years ago with only 15K miles on it. I guess the original owner didn't like
the car. Since then I have put on over , miles and the only major repair was replacing the AC
compressor. Sure, the seats are only sightly more comfortable than sitting on a cardboard box,
but this car has been one of the most reliable cars I've ever owned. Still looks good, too - thanks
to the plastic body panels. My 97 saturn SL1 was bought used in 02 with 85k on it. She now has
k and still You dont need a speedometer with this car bc it shimmies at 75 mph. It does like to
over heat alil while in rush hour traffic. Gas mileage is great, mid 30's. My wife and I have really
enjoyed owning our '97 Saturn SW2 wagon. Originally purchased for my wife, it has been a
reliable and decent-looking family car. The 16V motor has been strong. It's tuned for more
torque in the lower RPM range, so it's great for driving around town. We definitely enjoyed the
wagon body style. It has hauled our family of 4 on extended vacations. I use it daily to haul
either a mountain bike or surf board. It has held up really well for 11 years. Most people are
shocked to hear that it actually that old. I got this car over the summer since my Caprice needed
a ton of work. I now get 2 times the fuel economy avg mpg depending on how I drive. It hasnt
had any issues at all other than an old battery I admittedly killed while watching Pirates of the
Caribbean 2. It has plenty of power as a 5 speed, if it was an auto it would probably stink, and I
notice a significant diference in performance when I have 2 average sized passengers. Weight
seems to be a big deal to it. I think it might be common to have the wheels squeal when under
load while turning onto a highway etc. The stock stereo had almost no bass so I added a small
sub. This was the best vehicle ive had so far. Only minor repairs to it, and its 14 years old now
and still driving it. It lacks some acceleration but what vehcile isnt ha. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the S-Series. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Good Anuff Items per
page:. Write a review See all S-Serieses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S-Series. Sign
Up. Saturn has redesigned its little sports coupe. It looks bigger, doesn't it? That's because
engineers and bean counters figured out that moving the coupe onto the sedan's platform
would cut waste and make the SC easier to build. Lots of space inside now, since headroom
and legroom are increased over the old one. The front seats move further back for tall drivers
and front passengers, and shorter people might be able to wear a hat inside, thanks to
additional headroom. This little buzzbox is supposed be quieter inside, now that Saturn
troubleshooters have added sound deadening materials to make the motor and tire roar go
away. They also redesigned the trunk lid so that water won't run into the trunk when the lid is
opened. Only took, what, six model years to address this complaint? How close is the Saturn
plant to the Jack Daniel's distillery? We ask because the front end of this new coupe appears to
have been styled by designers who'd been swigging one too many whisky shots while watching
Godzilla reruns, except instead of looking to early 60s Chevy Corvairs for inspiration, the
monster is all that remained in their imaginations the morning after. Needless to say, in our
opinion this new coupe doesn't put forth as pretty a face as the first generation SC did. For the
first time, SC1 and SC2 models share styling, which is rather attractive from the front wheels
rearward. Hop inside and check out the large, legible gauges. They've been carried over from
last year, along with the rest of the dashboard. Also, the defroster button still feels like a Chiclet
that's about to fall right into the top of the dash. Dual airbags come standard though, in the
event an inattentive driver in another car misses the overly bright daytime running lights. This
year, Saturn installed a low-fuel light for those who don't know "E" means "Empty. Seats still
aren't the most comfortable places to sit, but lumbar support is improved for so long as leather
trim is ordered. SC2 models get new fabric, and door trim has been revised. The front
passenger seat now has a memory feature that returns the seat to its setting after a rear
passenger enters or exits. Mounted low, getting out of the low-slung SC's seats requires the use
of those abs you've been toning lately. What can buyers get on this car? An in-dash CD player
can be stashed in the center console. Traction control and anti-lock brakes are available, which
is unusual for the class. Saturn also gave the security system a starter immobilizer, audible alert
features, and a panic mode. Then, of course, there is the aforementioned leather seat trim. This
new Saturn seems to be a nice car, and has proven reliable in the past. Dealers are friendly, and
don't treat customers like second-class citizens. For those who find the new front styling
attractive, the new SC certainly deserves consideration. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saturn S-Series. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a

financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Coupes get a new look inside and out
for No longer stubby in appearance, all coupes adopt the longer wheelbase used by the sedans
and wagons, as well as their softer, rounder styling cues. The SC1 and SC2 are now virtually
identical in appearance the SC2's body-color door handles being one of the few differences ;
both have exposed headlamps and standard daytime running lights. In other news, all models
pick up a low-fuel indicator light and can be equipped with a single in-dash CD player. And
Saturn has again taken measures to reduce engine noise and vibration. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. I bought my '97 SW2 9 years ago with only 15K miles on it. I guess the
original owner didn't like the car. Since then I have put on over , miles and the only major repair
was replacing the AC compressor. Sure, the seats are only sightly more comfortable than sitting
on a cardboard box, but this car has been one of the most reliable cars I've ever owned. Still
looks good, too - thanks to the plastic body panels. Read less. Good Anuff Git R Dune. My 97
saturn SL1 was bought used in 02 with 85k on it. She now has k and still You dont need a
speedometer with this car bc it shimmies at 75 mph. It does like to over heat alil while in rush
hour traffic. Gas mileage is great, mid 30's. Reliable, Good-Looking, and Fun. My wife and I have
really enjoyed owning our '97 Saturn SW2 wagon. Originally purchased for my wife, it has been
a reliable and decent-looking family car. The 16V motor has been strong. It's tuned for more
torque in the lower RPM range, so it's great for driving around town. We definitely enjoyed the
wagon body style. It has hauled our family of 4 on extended vacations. I use it daily to haul
either a mountain bike or surf board. It has held up really well for 11 years. Most people are
shocked to hear that it actually that old. Great car that pays for itself in gas. I got this car over
the summer since my Caprice needed a ton of work. I now get 2 times the fuel economy avg
mpg depending on how I drive. It hasnt had any issues at all other than an old battery I
admittedly killed while watching Pirates of the Caribbean 2. It has plenty of power as a 5 speed,
if it was an auto it would probably stink, and I notice a significant diference in performance
when I have 2 average sized passengers. Weight seems to be a big deal to it. I think it might be
common to have the wheels squeal when under load while turning onto a highway etc. The
stock stereo had almost no bass so I added a small sub. See all reviews of the Used Saturn
S-Series. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the S-Series. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! For
fastest response and best service please call Kevin at Visit Prestigious Auto online at Good or
Bad credit we can help. The number one used car dealer in the new Downtown district - Stop in
and see why! Check out this car at PremierTroy. Making our mark one customer, one family at a
time. Trade must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is
ready to help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used
SUVs, and used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Come see this Saturn
SL while we still have it in stock! Cruise control!!! Call Tricia today for a test drive or text me at
SL trim. Thank you for choosing to visit siddillon. Call for more information on this vehicle We
use state-of-the-art software to price our vehicles to be the most competitive in the market. If
you have found a better value, let us know about it. We would love the opportunity to keep
giving the best values in the market. Contact our Sales Department at with your questions and
to set up an appointment. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Rating Good Price 1
Fair Price 1. Type Sedan 26 Coupe 7. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11 Manual
8. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color Black. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Showing 1 - 18 out of 33 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought my '97 SW2 9
years ago with only 15K miles on it. I guess the original owner didn't like the car. Since then I
have put on over , miles and the only major repair was replacing the AC compressor. Sure, the
seats are only sightly more comfortable than sitting on a cardboard box, but this car has been
one of the most reliable cars I've ever owned. Still looks good, too - thanks to the plastic body
panels. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. After some noticeable changes in , Saturn took some
time off in to focus on the exterior with the S-Series. Exterior updates included a rear spoiler for
the coupes, standard fog lamps for the SC2, and a longer wheel-base for the coupes to match

the sedans and wagons. Interior changes included optional black for the sedans, gray for
coupes, and an optional cd player in the dash as an alternative to the changer in the trunk. The
coupes seat 4 while the sedans and wagons seat 5. Trunk space comes out to Gas mileage
across trims averages out to 25 mpg in the city to 38 mpg on the highway. All trims use
standard 5 speed manual transmission or optional 4 speed automatic except for the SL, which
only uses 5 speed manual. Air conditioning comes as an option in all trims. Consumers
generally say that the Saturn S-Series provides solid performance for the price. However,
durability, interior design, and engine noise remain a concern. The S-Series has also gained a
reputation as an oil guzzler, especially the coupe. Word on the street says that Saturn needs to
pick up the pace if it wants to expand its following in the competitive compact market. Cars for
sale or replacement engines with duel overhead cams. I need to know if there are any cars on
the market that have the same 4 lug bolt pattern as a 97 saturn sl 1,9 liter engine with a 5 speed
manual transmission. I have a 97 Saturn SW1 I'm looking for mods coil overs, wheels with tire
sizes with some stretch. Any can of mods at all I know there isn't much out there for these c My
Saturn actually runs great, after all these years, but recently the check engine light has been on.
I used a OBD11 meter to get codes. Came back that the MAP senor needed replaced and spark
plug After replacing the idle air control valve on my Saturn SL1 caused from catalytic converter
being stopped up, now when I turn the engine over it isn't getting any fire to the spark plugs. To
preface, I have 31 years of experience working on cars, but have never had to change a tranny
in any of the front-wheel drive cars that I have owned. My car is automatic, a SL2. I was fairly
Average user score. Based on 59 reviews. Love Those '97 S-series Saturns by mpmied.
Reliability, Reliability, Reliability. Updated Jan 9, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Saturn
S-Series? Have you driven a Saturn S-Series? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Saturn
S-Series. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Saturn S-Series
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Select Year A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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wiring diagrams for riding lawn mowers
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

